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ABSTRACT: We investigated whether preservation of encoding-
related brain activity patterns in older age reflects successful aging in
long-term memory. Using a statistical matching technique, we identified
groups of healthy older adults with different degrees of Functional Ac-
tivity Deviation during Encoding (FADE) from young adults in a memory
network comprising hippocampal, temporal, occipital, and retrosplenial
regions. High FADE scores were associated with impairment in recollec-
tion, abnormal activity in the default mode network, and lower gray
matter density in bilateral ventral prefrontal cortex and left rhinal cor-
tex; a constellation previously associated with increased risk for demen-
tia. Low FADE scores functionally phenotyped successful aging because
recollection was well preserved and there was no evidence for compen-
satory prefrontal activation. Thus, for some individuals successful aging
in long-term memory reflects the preservation of a functionally specific
memory network, and can occur in the absence of compensatory brain
activity. VVC 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Aging is usually associated with a decline in the ability to recollect the
details of recent episodes, but some individuals manage to maintain remark-
ably preserved memory abilities despite advances in age (Rowe and Kahn,
1987; Morrison and Hof, 1997). The functional and anatomical factors that
preserve this ability in the aging brain are still largely unknown. In func-
tional imaging studies of memory encoding, compared to younger subjects
older adults show decreases in activation in regions known to be critical for

forming episodic memories, such as the hippocampus
and adjacent structures in the medial temporal lobe
(MTL; Grady, 2007, 2008; Pihlajamaki et al., 2009), but
they also show increases in activation in frontal and pari-
etal regions [e.g., (Cabeza et al., 1997; Morcom et al.,
2003; Duverne et al., 2009); for reviews see Grady
(2008) and Pihlajamaki et al. (2009). These increases in
activation have been interpreted as reflecting a compensa-
tory neural or cognitive response that arises as a conse-
quence of neural changes that accompany aging (e.g.,
Cabeza et al., 2002; Persson and Nyberg, 2006).
Although compensatory neural responses may underlie
the preserved memory abilities of some individuals, here
we explore an alternative possibility, which is that truly
successful aging of memory may occur in the absence of
compensatory neural responses [see Grady (2007) and
Raz (2007) for a discussion].

While it is generally accepted that age reductions in
memory function can be tied, at least in part, to
encoding-related activity reductions in the MTL
(Grady et al., 1995; Cabeza et al., 1997; Grady,
2008), it is still unclear whether preserved functional
activity is predictive of preserved memory ability in
aging [see Grady (2007) and Raz (2007) for a discus-
sion]. Although some recent findings are supportive of
this possibility (Rosen et al., 2002; Persson et al.,
2006; Duverne et al., 2009) the question whether pre-
served functional activity patterns are indicative of
preserved memory function has not yet been
addressed directly. For instance, Duverne et al. (2009)
have compared encoding-related brain activity patterns
in older individuals with high and low recognition
memory performance (using a median split of their
sample of older adults) and observed that whose with
high recognition memory performance showed activity

patterns that were functionally more similar to those
of young adults. Although this finding suggests that
maintaining functional similarity to the young is ben-
eficial it remains indirect. A priori classifications on
the basis behavior do not predict the memory profile
of older adults if classifications were defined purely in

terms of functional similarity. Furthermore, an a priori
behavioral subdivision of older individuals into high
and low performers precludes the distinction of high
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performing older adults into whose who are functionally similar
to young adults and those who have low functional similarity
but show functional recruitment of additional brain regions. In
our opinion, only this latter approach (which we have taken
here) will identify older adults who successfully use additional
brain regions to maintain high level of memory performance
and hence unravel truly compensatory brain activity patterns.

Closely related to these questions is the issue of functional
specificity of age-related activity changes. That is, do encoding-
related activity changes in aging specifically predict long-term
memory function, or do they also relate to abilities in other
cognitive domains such as attention, processing speed, and
memory span [for discussions see (Grady, 2007; Greenwood,
2007; Raz, 2007)]. Furthermore, it is also unknown to what
extent the preservation of encoding-related activity patterns
from early to late adulthood is related to structural integrity
within MTL as opposed to frontal or parietal regions [e.g.,
(Grady, 2007; Greenwood, 2007; Raz, 2007)].

We used a statistical matching procedure with fMRI to
quantify similarities in encoding-related functional activity pat-
terns between young and old adults. In 24 young adults,
successful encoding of images of natural scenes activated the
hippocampus, temporal, occipital, and retrosplenial regions. We
used this encoding network in the young to functionally phe-
notype a sample of 56 healthy older adults, who performed the
same fMRI task, into those who activated similar networks
from those who did not. The results indicated that deviation
from functional similarity or ‘‘functional activity deviation dur-
ing encoding’’ (FADE) provided a useful marker for successful
aging, such that individuals with high FADE scores exhibited
greater deficits in recollection, and exhibited evidence for loss
of gray matter density in bilateral ventral prefrontal cortex and
left rhinal cortex. Furthermore, high FADE was associated with
a failure to deactivate a set of regions, including medial and lat-
eral parietal cortices, often referred to as components of the
‘‘default mode network’’ (Raichle et al., 2001; Andrews-Hanna
et al., 2007; Persson et al., 2008; Grady et al., 2010).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

Fifty six older subjects (mean age 65 6 5.6 yrs, 28 males)
and 24 young subjects (mean age 23 6 2.2 yrs, 8 males) par-
ticipated in the study. All elderly subjects were recruited for
paid participation via newspaper or adult education centers,
evening classes and elderly people societies. Young subjects were
students or employees of the University of Magdeburg. Inclu-
sion criteria for the old subjects were an age above 55 yr.
Exclusion criteria were metallic implants, tinnitus, metabolic
disorders, a history of neurological or psychiatric disorders, any
other current medical problems, obesity (mean Body Mass
Index 5 26.0, SD 5 3.7), Mini-Mental State Examination
[MMSE (Folstein et al., 1983)] score �27 (mean MMSE 5
29.2, SD 5 0.8; MMSE), a Geriatric Depression Scale [GDS

(Yesavage et al., 1982)] score �5 (mean GDS 5 1.1; SD 5
1.2), drug addiction and severe untreated hypertonia. Mild
hypertonia (according to the WHO classification) treated with
only one antihypertensive drug was not an exclusion criterion.
The older participants reported an average of 15 6 4 yr of
education. All subjects had normal or corrected to normal
vision, 32% were acute or former smokers. This study was
approved by the local ethics committee. All subjects gave writ-
ten informed consent prior to participation; 100 older adults
were invited for neuropsychological assessment and of these 56
were willing to participate in the functional MR imaging
experiment.

Neuropsychological Testing

Each subject was tested with a neuropsychological test bat-
tery consisting of the German versions of the ‘‘California verbal
learning test’’ (CVLT, verbal learning and memory), the ‘‘con-
trolled oral word association’’ (COWA, verbal fluency, 1 min,
no verbs, no person names), the ‘‘Diagnosticum für cerebrale
Schädigung’’ (‘‘Diagnostic for cerebral damage’’, DCS, nonver-
bal learning and memory), the D2 test (processing speed, atten-
tion and concentration), the ‘‘trail making test’’; TMT (motor
speed and visual attention), the ‘‘digit span test’’ (verbal work-
ing memory, two trials per sequence length) and a German
vocabulary knowledge test (a component index of verbal
IQ, MWT-B). MMSE and GDS were only administered to
the older adults. The whole test battery usually took 60–90
min to complete.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

MRI data were acquired using a GE Signa LX 1.5T MR tomo-
graph (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) with actively shielded
magnetic field gradients (maximum amplitude 40 mTm21) and
a standard quadrature birdcage head coil.

Prior to the functional MRI session a T1-weighted sagittal
3D scan (contrast-optimized spoiled gradient-echo sequence,
124 slices, 256 3 256 pixel matrix, field of view (FOV) 5
250 3 250 mm2, slice thickness 5 1.5 mm, TE 5 8 ms,
TR 5 24 ms; flip angle 5 308, leading to a voxel size of 0.98
mm 3 0.98 mm 3 1.5 mm) an inversion recovery (IR)-EPI
and a ‘‘Spin Echo T1-weighted’’ (SE-T1) image were acquired.
This was followed by fMRI of the encoding session of our
experiment. Then, additional structural scans (T2-weighted
imaging, proton density imaging, magnetization transfer imag-
ing, diffusion-tensor series) were acquired (data from these
additional structural scans will be considered else where). After
leaving the MRI scanner, memory for the stimuli presented
during encoding was probed using a recognition memory test.

Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of 120 digital photographic images,
half indoor and half scenes, with a size of 500 3 300 pixels
and 8-bit gray scales (mean gray value 127, SD 75). Scrambled
‘‘noise’’ pictures were generated by using an 8-bit 50 3 30
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pixel random gray value image (same mean and std. dev.) and
upsampling this to a resolution of 500 3 300 pixels (without
antialiasing or smoothing). The fixation target was a black
image of the same size with a white fixation star in the middle.
The stimuli were projected onto the center of a screen and the
participants watched them through a mirror mounted on the
head coil, subtending a visual angle of about 698 by 658.

Task and Design

During the fMRI session the subjects performed an incidental
encoding task. One hundred and twenty new images (60 indoor
and 60 outdoor), 60 ‘‘noise’’ images and 60 repetitions of a famil-
iar image were presented randomly. The familiar images (either
indoor and outdoor images) and the ‘‘noise’’ images were fami-
liarized using 20 repetitions directly before MR scanning. This
also served to familiarize subjects with the task. The stimuli were
shown for 2.5-s each, with an average interstimulus-interval (ISI)
of 500 ls (jittered with a standard deviation of about 260 ms),
during which the fixation target was shown. The order of stimu-
lus presentation was optimized for efficiency of event-related
fMRI time-series (Hinrichs et al., 2000). Subjects performed an
indoor/outdoor judgment to each image by button presses (left
index finger for inside scenes and right index finger for outside
scenes, counterbalanced across participants).

After a delay interval of about 85 min after starting the
fMRI session, subjects performed a recognition memory task
on a mixture of the 120 pictures presented during the fMRI
and 60 novel distracter pictures (30 indoor to 30 outdoor).
The task was performed outside of the scanner. Subjects rated
their confidence of recognition memory on a scale ranging
from 1 to 5 (‘‘1’’: sure new; ‘‘2’’: may be new; ‘‘3’’: unsure
whether old or new; ‘‘4’’: old; ‘‘5’’: sure old). These confidence
ratings were used as parametric modulators in the analysis of
the fMRI data and for the calculation of receiver operating
characteristics of recognition memory.

fMRI Data Acquisition

Each subject’s functional MRI scan consisted of 370 volumes
with 23 T2*-weighted echo planar slices per volume, with a re-
solution of 64 3 64 (FoV: 200 mm 3 200 mm; spatial resolu-
tion: 3.13 mm 3 3.13 mm 3 6 mm; slice thickness 5 5 mm;
gap 5 1 mm; TE 5 35 ls; TR 5 2,000 ls; flip angle 5 808)
in a single session, summing to a session length of about
12 min. The slices were acquired in an odd-even interleaved
fashion parallel to the anterior–posterior commissural plane.
Prior to functional data collection, six EPI volumes were
acquired to allow for magnetic field stabilization; these volumes
were later discarded from the analysis. For normalization pur-
poses, an IR-EPI with the same resolution and slice orientation
as the functional volumes was acquired for each subject. Addi-
tionally, a ‘‘Spin Echo T1-weighted’’ (SE-T1) volume with the
same dimensions, but higher in-plane resolution, was measured
for later anatomical localization of activated regions.

fMRI data pre-processing and statistical modeling was
done using ‘‘SPM’’ (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neu-

roscience, University College, London, UK). The preprocessing
included slice timing correction, coregistering to the first func-
tional image, normalizing to the SPM5 standard EPI template,
reslicing to 3-mm isometric voxels, and finally smoothing with
an 8-mm full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel.

fMRI Data Analysis

Encoding-related hemodynamic responses were analyzed as a
function of subsequent recognition memory success in the rec-
ognition memory test by sorting the stimulus onsets according
to the five confidence rates. The onsets of the familiar and
noise stimuli constituted two additional conditions. Together
with the movement parameters and one ‘‘trash’’ condition this
results in 14 conditions.

Three types of analyses were conducted leading to five types
of contrasts (Fig. 1A). First, encoding activity leading to suc-
cessful recognition memory was measured by contrasting two
positive weights for later recognized stimuli (confidence ratings
4 and 5) and two negative weights of equal value for the later
forgotten items (confidence ratings 1 and 2). This successful
encoding contrast, termed the ‘‘recognition-encoding contrast’’
was used to assess FADE (‘‘functional activity deviation during
encoding’’) scores (see below). Second, encoding activity lead-
ing to later ‘‘familiarity’’-based recognition was modeled assum-
ing a linear increase of activation as a function of later confi-
dence (1 to 4) and not considering responses that fell into the
highest confidence rating (5). To model encoding activity lead-
ing to later ‘‘recollection’’ a strong positive weight was given to
the highest confidence rating (5) and weak negative weights for
all other ratings. This was done under the assumption that rec-
ollection is associated with high confidence responses. Third,
encoding-related ‘‘deactivations’’ were assessed using the nega-
tive weights of the familiarity and recollection regressors. All
contrasts were balanced to a mean weight of zero.

Assessment of FADE (‘‘Functional Activity
Deviation During Encoding’’) Using
Goodness-of-Fit

The network of brain regions activated in the recognition-
encoding contrast of the young (see Fig. 1) was used as a tem-
plate to assess FADE. All activated clusters (P < 0.001, N > 6
voxels) were included to form a volume of interest (VOI). This
VOI was used to calculate an individual ‘‘Goodness of Fit’’
value [for a similar procedure using structural data see (Seeley
et al., 2009)] for older adults by subtracting the mean T value
of all voxels inside from the mean T value of all voxels outside
the VOI. A highly positive FADE score would signify a large
deviation of an older adult’s individual encoding effect from
that seen in the young subjects. In contrast, a large negative
value would indicate a high degree of similarity with young
subjects. The FADE scores ranged from 21.3 to 1 (mean
20.028 6 0.43). We subdivided the older adults into three
groups with high (Group 1: > 0.3), intermediate (Group 2:
20.3 to 0.3) and low (Group 3: < 20.3) FADE scores.
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FIGURE 1. Analysis contrasts, behavioral and functional
findings. (A) Contrast weights used to model hemodynamic
responses at encoding as a function of later recognition memory
confidence (1 to 5). There were three types of contrast: the rec-
ognition-encoding contrast (high confidence recognition items
minus forgotten items), the familiarity-encoding contrast (linear
increase in recognition confidence excluding the highest confi-
dence level) and the recollection-encoding contrast (high weight
for the highest recognition confidence and small negative
weights for all other judgments). (B) Results of the recognition-

encoding effect contrast in the young group (P < 0.001, n > 6
voxels) overlaid on a standard T1 image. C. Behavioral results
obtained as a result of Functional Activity Deviance in Encod-
ing (FADE) between young and older adults. Recollection and
familiarity scores from receiver operating characteristics analyses
in older adults increase from high (Group 1) to intermediate
(Group 2) to low (Group 3) FADE scores. Error bars denote
standard error of the mean. See also Supporting Information
Table S1. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Familiarity and Recollection Estimates
Using ROCs

ROCs were generated by plotting the proportion of hits
against the proportion of false alarms as a function of confi-
dence. The functions were fit to a dual process model to derive
estimates of recollection and familiarity for each participant
(Yonelinas et al., 2002).

RESULTS

Behavioral Measures in Young and Older Adults

Supporting Information Figure S1 shows performance of all
older adults in neuropsychological tests. In agreement with pre-
vious studies, older adults performed significantly worse than
young adults on standardized neuropsychological measures of
verbal memory, digit span and attention (all tests P < 0.05),
but performed better on the vocabulary knowledge test (MWT-
B, P < 0.05). For the encoding phase of the recognition mem-
ory test, RTs for the indoor/outdoor-judgment were compara-
ble in old and young adults (888 ms, SD 5 126 ms and 829
ms, SD 5 134 ms, respectively). Error rates were very low in
both groups (1.8 and 1%, respectively). In the recognition test,
old as well as young subjects recognized �58% of the images

as old (i.e., with confidence ratings 4 or 5). However, older
adults had significantly higher false alarm rates (independent
samples T-test, two-tailed, P < 0.01), leading to corrected hit
rates of 21% 6 9% for the old, and 39% 6 11% for the
young subjects. The recognition confidence responses were used
to plot ROCs and showed that older subjects exhibited signifi-
cantly lower estimates of recollection (0.17 6 0.13 compared
to 0.27 6 0.16, P < 0.05), and familiarity (0.33 6 0.24 com-
pared to 0.66 6 0.32, P < 0.01). Although aging is typically
related to a larger drop in recollection than familiarity, the cur-
rent results are consistent with several studies showing that
both processes can be affected in aging (Duarte et al., 2006;
Prull et al., 2006; Toth and Parks, 2006).

FMRI in the Young

In the young subjects, successful encoding (i.e., activity for rec-
ognized compared to forgotten items) was associated with
increased activity in inferior and superior parietal and occipital
areas, bilateral hippocampi and extrahippocampal medial tempo-
ral structures, parts of the amygdalae, retrosplenial areas (precu-
neus), and the nucl. Accumbens (Fig. 1B). This network was
defined as the encoding network in the young and was used as a
volume of interest to analyze FADE in older adults. Using the
recollection contrast (Fig. 1A) we assessed which brain regions
were more active as a function of subsequent recollection. These

FIGURE 2. Functional results obtained with functional activ-
ity deviance in encoding (FADE) analysis within older adults.
(A) Activity difference for recognition-encoding effects of old
adults with high minus low FADE scores (Groups 1 minus 3).
In the glass brains these activity differences are shown in red.
Black clusters in the glass brains show the overlay of the
FADE-related activity differences on the brain activity of young
adults showing deactivations for recollection based encoding
(inverse recollection contrast from Fig. 1A). (B) Activity differ-

ence for recognition-encoding effects of old adults with low
minus high FADE scores (Groups 3 minus 1). In the glass
brains these activity differences are shown in red. Black clusters
in the glass brains show the overlay of the FADE-related activity
differences on the brain activity of young adults showing activa-
tions for recollection based encoding (recollection contrast from
Fig. 1A). See also Supporting Information Figure S2 and Table
S2. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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regions comprised the same areas that were apparent in the recog-
nition contrast (Supporting Information Fig. S2 and Table S1).
The inverse of the recollection contrast revealed regions that were
deactivated as a function of subsequent recollection. These
regions comprised components of the so-called ‘‘default network’’
including medial parietal cortex, and bilateral lateral parietal cor-
tex (Supporting Information Fig. S2 and Table S1). Using a fa-
miliarity contrast of increasing or decreasing levels of activation
across confidence levels of 1–4 produced very few regions of ac-
tivity (Supporting Information Fig. S2 and Table S1). Activity
patterns in the older adults is examined in the FADE analysis
below, but the within-group results for recollection and familiar-
ity are presented Supporting Information Table S2 and results
are also displayed in Figures 2 and 3.

FADE Analysis in the Older Subjects

FADE groups 1–3

To assess the degree to which each older subject deviated from
the pattern of activity observed in the young subjects, a FADE
score was calculated for each of the older subjects (see methods).
Based on this analysis, 16 individuals showed low, 27 intermedi-
ate and 13 high FADE scores compared to the encoding-related
activity in the young. The proportions of males in the high, me-
dium, and low FADE groups were 53, 44, and 44%, respectively.
Analyses of variance (ANOVA) with FADE (three levels, low, in-
termediate, high) and memory (two levels, recollection and fa-
miliarity scores from the ROC analyses) revealed a significant
interaction between FADE scores and memory (F 5 3.25,

df 5 2, P 5 0.047). Post hoc comparisons confirmed that
increased FADE scores were associated with decreased recollec-
tion scores (Fig. 1C, Table 1). Concurrently, familiarity estimates
appeared to increase but this difference was not significant.
Across all older participants, FADE scores were negatively
correlated with recollection (Pearson’s correlation, two-tailed,
r 5 20.279, P 5 0.041, see Supporting Information Fig. S3)
but were not related to familiarity (Pearson’s correlation, two-
tailed, r 5 0.127, P 5 0.36) or chronological age (Pearson’s cor-
relation, two-tailed, r5 0.073, P 5 0.59).

Activation patterns with high and
low FADE scores

The recognition encoding effects for the older adults belong-
ing to the high and low FADE groups were compared using a
two-sample T-test. The high FADE group had significantly
more activation in inferior parietal and supramarginal areas
(BA 40, BA 2) than the low FADE group (areas in red in Fig.
2A). These areas largely overlapped with regions that showed
recollection related deactivations in young adults (areas in black
in Fig. 2A). This overlap suggests that regions of higher activity
in older adults showing high FADE reflect a failure to show
the normal encoding-related deactivation of components of the
default network.

The low FADE group showed higher activation than the
high FADE group in bilateral occipital cortex (BA 19), the pre-
cuneus and parts of the hippocampus and parahippocampus
(areas in red in Fig. 2B). These areas largely overlapped with

FIGURE 3. Functional results obtained as a result of func-
tional activity deviance in encoding (FADE) between young and
older adults. (A) Activity difference for recognition-encoding
effects of old adults with low FADE scores minus young adults. In
the glass brains these activity differences are shown in black. (B)

Activity difference for recognition-encoding effects of old adults
with high FADE scores minus young adults. In the glass
brains these activity differences are shown in black. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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regions that showed recollection related activity in the young
adults (areas in black in Fig. 2B). This overlap suggests that
regions of higher activity in older adults showing low FADE
reflect their ability to use recollection-based memory.

To determine whether there was evidence that the low FADE
group differed from the young subjects we contrasted the recog-
nition encoding effects for these two groups, and found higher
activity in older adults in the right parietal cortex (Fig. 3A,
Table 2); a region that was part of the default network which
young adults deactivated during recollection based encoding.

We then contrasted the activity pattern of the high FADE
group with that of the young adults and found higher activa-
tion in the older adults in a number of regions including bilat-
eral parietal regions (Fig. 3B, Table 2), which were part of
the default network in the young subjects, as well as in the an-
terior cingulate and the prefrontal cortex (Fig. 3B, Table 2).
The increased activation in the latter regions may have reflected
neural compensation in the low FADE group, but it was
not sufficient to overcome the recollection deficit exhibited in
this group.

It should be noted that all FADE groups performed equally
fast and accurately on the indoor/outdoor discrimination of the
visual images and this makes it unlikely that the groups dif-
fered in their ability to perceive visual detail or were not

equally attentive during encoding (Table 1). This is supported
by the observation that all FADE groups performed equally
well on the Trail Making Test (Table 1) which also requires
visual acuity.

Comparison of gray matter density in groups
with high and low FADE scores

A two sample T-test of gray matter density showed that the
low FADE group had significantly higher gray matter density
in prefrontal regions (right ant. Insula, bilateral ventral prefron-
tal cortex), and the left rhinal (ento- and perirhinal) cortex
compared with the high FADE group (Fig. 4).

Were there older individuals who showed preserved memory
and evidence of neural compensation? To assess the possibility
of successful compensatory brain activity in aging, we assessed
brain activity and structure in older adults who had medium to
high recollection scores (higher than 0.17). The 27 individuals
that fulfilled this criterion were then separated using a median
split into high (N 5 13) and low FADE groups (N 5 14).
These two groups did not differ in their recollection scores or
age (independent samples t-test; P > 0.1) but differed signifi-
cantly in FADE (independent samples t-test; P < 0.01). Com-
parison of the encoding related activations in these two groups

TABLE 1.

Behavioral Parameters of Older Adults as a Function of FADE Scores and Young Adults

FADE High Medium Low

Group

1 2 3 Young

N 5 13 N 5 27 N 5 16 N 5 24

Exp.: Recollection Est. 0.115 6 0.133 0.165 6 0.121 0.240 6 0.128 0.272 6 0.158

Exp.: Familiarity Est. 0.396 6 0.254 0.357 6 0.237 0.236 6 0.228 0.661 6 0.320

Exp.: FADE score 0.55 6 0.21 20.02 6 0.15 20.51 6 0.23 1.09 6 0.63

Exp.: Learning errors 2.23 6 2.28 2.15 6 1.70 2.19 6 1.28 1.22 6 0.90

Exp.: Corr. Hit rate 0.18 6 0.10 0.22 6 0.07 0.23 6 0.11 0.39 6 0.11

Exp.: FA 24.53 6 9.57 22.07 6 1.01 20.68 6 9.00 11.17 6 7.41

Exp.: A0 0.62 6 0.07 0.64 6 0.04 0.64 6 0.06 0.75 6 0.06

Exp.: Mean RT 0.88 6 0.08 0.89 6 0.15 0.88 6 0.11 0.83 6 0.13

BMI 27.44 6 2.40 26.47 6 4.28 25.36 6 3.53 23.26 6 3.65

Age 67.00 6 5.39 65.00 6 5.82 65.63 6 5.23 23.25 6 2.21

Years of education 15.46 6 4.14 15.48 6 4.61 13.75 6 3.49

Test: CVLT total 52.23 6 9.18 53.67 6 10.96 50.25 6 8.58 64.22 6 9.11

Test: DCS total 27.92 6 10.58 27.41 6 6.50 22.69 6 7.46 41.54 6 7.88

Test: D2 total 330.54 6 58.27 364.74 6 80.00 352.63 6 58.15 493.50 6 83.78

Test: MWTb 31.77 6 3.19 32.67 6 2.29 31.44 6 3.33 30.48 6 2.73

Test: Number Seq. 1 6.31 6 0.95 5.96 6 1.09 5.69 6 0.95 6.71 6 1.08

Test: Number Seq. 2 4.46 6 0.78 4.56 6 0.97 4.63 6 1.09 5.63 6 1.21

Test: trail making test A 41.54 6 11.63 38.37 6 9.41 39.63 6 11.07 24.38 6 9.78

Test: trail making test B 84.46 6 19.90 81.37 6 20.72 92.00 6 28.99 49.63 6 17.52

Test: COWA 39.31 6 9.20 39.22 6 10.52 36.19 6 7.96 43.52 6 10.45

Means and standard deviations are reported. Est.: estimate; Corr.: corrected; FA: false alarms; A0: A prime; BMI:
body mass index; CVLT: California Verbal Learning Test; DCS: Diagnostikum für Cerebralschäden; Seq.1: for-
ward sequence; Seq.-: backward sequence; COWA: controlled oral word association. MWTb: ‘‘Mehrfachwort-
schatztest’’ (a test of word knowledge). Exp.: data were obtained from the functional imaging experiment.
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(Fig. 4) showed that the high FADE group exhibited stronger
activation in left prefrontal, bilateral occipital, and inferior tem-
poral regions. It is possible that these activations reflect success-
ful compensatory neural responses in this subgroup of aged
subjects.

Importantly, when the activity difference between these two
groups were overlaid over the results of the analysis of gray
matter density differences between the original low vs. high
FADE groups (Fig. 4; P < 0.001, n > 10 voxels) it became
evident that increased activity in the high FADE group
involved brain regions that did not show gray matter loss (the
left prefrontal cluster of increased activity in the low FADE
group is neighboring prefrontal regions that show gray matter
loss in the high FADE group). This suggests that those individ-
uals who are capable of maintaining high levels of recollection
despite having high FADE scores may be achieving this by
recruiting more strongly those prefrontal regions that do not
undergo FADE-related gray matter loss.

DISCUSSION

In older adults, functional activity deviance in encoding
(FADE) from the pattern of activation observed in young
adults was associated with a specific impairment of recollection,

such that increased FADE scores were related to a decrease in
recollection, whereas other cognitive measures such as familiar-
ity, verbal fluency, working memory, attention were not related
to FADE scores. The only other task that was reduced as a
function of FADE was a nonverbal learning and recall test (a
nonverbal analogue of the California Verbal Learning Test,
CVLT; see Schiltz et al., 2006).

Recollection is a hallmark of episodic memory (Tulving,
1985) and is very often reduced in healthy older adults when
compared to young adults (Craik and McDowd, 1987; Balota
et al., 2000). Here, the issue of specificity is of general impor-
tance as it is has been debated to what extent certain neurobio-
logical changes in aging specifically influence recollection in
comparison to other cognitive faculties that also show age-
related decline and have been shown to be correlated with
learning and memory performance in aging, in particular meas-
ures of executive functions (Kray and Lindenberger, 2000;
Lindenberger et al., 2000), working memory (Baddeley et al.,
1999; Gazzaley et al., 2005), and processing speed (Salthouse,
2000). Our results show that the behavioral consequences of
high FADE scores are quite specific to the memory contrast
that was used for the functional activity template.

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) comparison of groups
with high and low FADE showed that FADE was accompanied
by loss of gray matter density in ventral PFC and rhinal cortex
(Fig. 4). Evidence from lesion studies in humans and animals

TABLE 2.

Activation Differences Between Old and Young Adults

Cluster size p (unc) T x,y,z (mm) Anatomy

Two-sample t-test: DM-effect; low FADE vs. young group

62 0.000 4.68 63, 242, 45 Supramarginal gyrus right

0.000 4.19 60, 233, 45 Supramarginal gyrus right

Two-sample t-test: DM-effect; high FADE vs. young group

298 0.000 5.27 57, 236, 51 Inferior parietal lobule right

0.000 5.23 57, 236, 42 Supramarginal gyrus right

0.000 4.93 63, 233, 36 Supramarginal gyrus right

89 0.000 5.09 12, 42, 27 Anterior cingulate right

0.000 4.05 21, 51, 33 Superior frontal gyrus right

0.000 3.74 24, 54, 24 Middle frontal gyrus right

44 0.000 5.02 242, 233, 60 Postcentral gyrus left

199 0.000 4.64 254, 236, 30 Supramarginal gyrus left

0.000 4.38 266, 218, 24 Postcentral gyrus left

0.000 4.30 263 245, 45 Supramarginal gyrus left

17 0.000 4.33 260, 218, 39 Supramarginal gyrus left

30 0.000 4.25 3, 221, 54 Supplementary motor area right

12 0.000 4.22 29, 15, 48 Supplementary motor area left

14 0.000 4.11 224, 42, 39 Superior frontal gyrus left

10 0.000 3.98 26, 260, 72 Precuneus left

6 0.000 3.91 48, 23, 21 Rolandic area right

9 0.000 3.88 239, 266, 60 Superior parietal gyrus

11 0.000 3.84 30, 215, 15 Insula right

6 0.000 3.75 239, 45, 27 Middle frontal gyrus left

7 0.000 3.75 26, 221, 39 Medial cingulate left

Group differences are assessed separately for low and high FADE groups.
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indicate that episodic memory is critically dependent on the in-
tegrity of the medial temporal lobes (MTL; Mishkin et al.,
1997; Squire et al., 2004) and the prefrontal cortex (Stuss and
Levine, 2002). Therefore, recent studies have sought to investi-
gate the relationship between structural age-related degeneration
of gray and white matter in these regions and learning and
recall (Mungas et al., 2005; Raz et al., 2005; Craik, 2006;
Schiltz et al., 2006; Dickerson et al., 2009; Seeley et al., 2009)
as well as investigating functional alterations within these net-
works using functional imaging.

Our findings are compatible with the recent report that pre-
frontal regions show very pronounced age-related volume loss
(Seeley et al., 2009). One prevailing hypothesis is that a major
source of impairment of encoding in older adults is caused by
deficient cognitive control processes mediated by prefrontal and
parietal regions and include the failure to inhibit irrelevant in-
formation (Gazzaley and D’Esposito, 2007; Gazzaley et al.,
2008; Stevens et al., 2008) or utilize contextual distinctiveness
(Mantyla and Backman, 1990; Mantyla and Craik, 1993) and
source information (Dennis et al., 2008; Old and Naveh-Benjamin,
2008). For instance, it has been suggested that the requirement
to integrate item and source information at encoding, a prereq-
uisite for successful episodic memory formation, may place
greater demands on prefrontal executive or working memory

processes in older adults than in younger adults and this may
pose a limit for episodic memory performance (Glisky and
Kong, 2008). According to this hypothesis, functional underre-
cruitment of MTL and visual brain regions during encoding,
that is a high FADE score, could be caused by structural
degeneration outside the MTL, most notably in prefrontal or
parietal brain regions. In our study, the coexistence of a high
FADE score together with bilateral ventral prefrontal atrophy
provides support for this underrecruitment hypothesis. An
interesting challenge for future studies will be to determine
more directly which cognitive control functions these ventral
prefrontal regions may have subserved during our encoding
task. Also, the fact that FADE scores were not strongly related
to measures of working memory span and attention suggests
that these regions may make quite specific contributions to epi-
sodic memory rather than serving general executive and work-
ing memory processes.

Our observation that the left rhinal cortex also showed gray matter
loss in individuals with high FADE scores indicates that a decrease of
encoding-related activation of medial temporal lobe structures and
hippocampus cannot be reduced to functional underrecruitment of
frontal and parietal regions, but is also a direct consequence of degen-
erative processes within the MTL itself. The rhinal cortex is a major
input and output structure of the hippocampus (Lavenex et al., 2002;

FIGURE 4. FADE-related changes in gray matter density and
evidence for functional compensation. Voxel-based morphometry
analysis of gray matter density differences between low vs. high
FADE groups overlaid over the mean T1 image of all older adults
(green clusters in the upper row) that participated in the study and
displayed as a ‘‘glass brain’’ (green cluster in the lower row), (P <
0.001, n > 10 voxels). Red clusters show functional activity differen-
ces between two groups of older adults that were matched for recol-
lection scores (from the ROC analysis) but differed in their FADE
scores. This group was formed from the same sample of individuals.
Comparison of activation patterns related to the recognition-

encoding effect (images that were subsequently recognized with con-
fidence Levels 4 and 5 vs. subsequently forgotten with confidence
Levels 1 and 2; red clusters) between these performance matched low
and high FADE groups (P < 0.001, n > 6 voxels) shows stronger
activation in bilateral occipital and inferior temporal regions and
left prefrontal cortex in the high FADE group. The figure shows that
those individuals who are capable of maintaining high levels of rec-
ollection despite having high FADE scores may be achieving this by
recruiting more strongly left prefrontal regions that do not undergo
FADE-related gray matter loss. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Lavenex et al., 2004; Canto et al., 2008) and its atrophy may have
fundamental consequences for the hippocampal encoding of episodic
memories. Thus our structural findings are consistent with the ‘‘proc-
essing view of remembering’’ (Craik, 1994) according to which age-
related memory decrements are associated with impaired prefrontal
processing operations, but also show some evidence for disruption of
components of medial temporal memory storage mechanisms them-
selves, as evidenced in the atrophy of the rhinal cortex.

A controversial area in aging research is to what extent older
adults recruit additional frontal or parietal lobe structures to
compensate for sensory perceptual deficits or medial temporal
lobe dysfunction [e.g., (Cabeza et al., 2002), see Grady (2007)
and Raz (2007) for a discussion]. That is, do older adults with
well preserved memory, function well because they have less
severe age-related changes in memory structures and therefore
do not need to compensate much, or have they compensated
and are functioning well as a result (Grady, 2007)? Our find-
ings show that high functioning in terms of preserved recollec-
tion abilities was related to low FADE scores, that is, highly
preserved activity patterns in medial temporal, inferior tempo-
ral and visual brain areas and precuneus. Individuals with low
FADE scores did not show evidence of prefrontal overactivation
compared to young adults (Supporting Information Fig. S6).
The only region showing evidence of increased activity in the
low FADE individuals was a right parietal area that was overac-
tivated compared to young adults. However, this increased pari-
etal activation pattern involved a region that young adults deac-
tivated during recollection-based encoding (Fig. 3A, Table 2).
Hence, this ‘‘overactivation’’ in the low FADE score group
would seem to reflect a failure to successfully deactivate compo-
nents of the so-called default network (Raichle et al., 2001;
Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007; Grady et al., 2010), rather than a
compensatory strategy per se (also see Duverne et al., 2009).

However, an analysis including only individuals that were able
to maintain high levels of recollection provided evidence that
there were individuals who did exhibit evidence of compensatory
prefrontal activation (Fig. 4). That is, in the high performing
group of aged subjects there were those who exhibited low FADE
scores and those that exhibited high FADE scores. The individu-
als with higher FADE scores exhibited greater left prefrontal and
right parietooccipital encoding related brain activity than lower
FADE scores, suggesting that individuals with high FADE scores
were able to compensate for their diminished activation of the
normal encoding network by recruiting additional left prefrontal
and right parietooccipital regions. These regions were outside of
the brain regions that in showed FADE-related gray matter loss.
Together the results of this analysis indicate that some older
adults can maintain high levels of recollection by utilizing the
same encoding network as the young subjects, whereas others
may do so via a compensatory recruitment of intact prefrontal
and parietooccipital regions.

The rhinal cortex is one of the earliest regions that are affected
by Alzheimer pathology in the course of dementia (Van Hoesen
et al., 2000) and is therefore a target region in longitudinal MR
studies aimed at early identification of individuals at risk of incip-
ient dementia (e.g., Arnold et al., 1991; Van Hoesen et al., 2000;

Scheltens et al., 2002). Rhinal atrophy in old age (e.g., Dickerson
et al., 2009) increases the risk of mild cognitive impairment
(MCI) to progress to dementia within a few years (Risacher
et al., 2009). Left rhinal cortical thinning is evident in individuals
who carry the e4 allele of the gene encoding apolipoprotein E
(Shaw et al., 2007), a major risk factor for early onset dementia
[for a review see (Kim et al., 2009)].

FADE assessment can assign individuals a single score that captures
function, behavior and structure to quantify a functional phenotype.
The high specificity and reduced dimensionality of a FADE score
make it an ideal tool for longitudinal studies in aging that aim to
identify risk factors for rapid progression to dementia or therapeutic
interventions to slow down cognitive decline. In fact, the older adults
in our study would not have been classified to suffer from MCI yet.
Therefore high FADE scores in healthy older adults may provide a
means for detecting individuals at risk for earlier onset of MCI and
dementia before MCI criteria develop. Thus from the vantage point
of longitudinal studies, the approach outlined here may have general
utility for the ‘‘functional phenotyping’’ of specific behavior–structure
relationships in healthy older adults that pose individuals at risk for
earlier onset of dementia. It should be noted that the high, medium,
and low FADE scores used here were not meant to be real break-
points for risk assessment. Rather they were driven by a need to subdi-
vide our sample of older adults into age- and gender-matched groups
that differed in FADE. Whether such breakpoints exist and which
these may be remains to be determined in prospective studies.

Low FADE scores indicate minimal or no decline in recollec-
tion compared to young adults and can be viewed as an index of
successful aging from a functional perspective; the functional in-
tegrity of recollection processes are sufficiently intact to allow
maintaining high levels of recollection without the requirement
to functionally compensate for age-related degeneration. That is,
low FADE scores help identifying ‘‘functionally’’ successful aging.
An extension of functionally successful aging is the ability to
maintain high levels of performance over time (Habib et al.,
2007). To what extent low FADE scores also predict such stabil-
ity is an interesting issue for future studies. One important impli-
cation of our findings is that at an early time point of age-related
memory decline in recollection, MTL regions are structurally suf-
ficiently intact to provide room for plasticity by cognitive train-
ing. At the same time, our findings highlight the importance of
developing very specific cognitive training paradigms that also
target the prefrontal brain regions showing the most prominent
structural atrophy. As a final point, we would like to emphasize
that our findings regarding successful aging specifically relate to
long-term memory performance and we cannot say to what
extent similar principles of preserved of cognitive abilities also
hold in other cognitive domains.
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